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Philosophical truth descends on contrast and paradox at the juncture of self-expression with

internal content.

In the statements “I am lying” or “I am telling the truth” fact cannot be resolved to a truth

condition. If it is true, then it is false, if false then it is true, respectively. Scientific theory is

allergic to the liars paradox-immunologically incompetent where it is concerned. Yet modern

science seeks, in very paradoxical manner, to find a formula for living things from physics

theory, to avoid the liars paradox, though not appearing immunologically upset at the truthful

admission, if not confident and encouraged with the potential ability to do so. One might argue

from the outset, as a hologram which contains the whole in each part, that, in order to have

uniqueness, individual differences, apparently evolved by a mechanism of contrast and test, if

genetic change/all change, as a forward transmission, does not speak of itself falsely in order to

proceed? This question arises if one considers perspective in science.

It is generally agreed that a universal perspective does not exist. The scientist tries to construct,

from witness, unified principles from a sea of particulars (Quine). Thus, truth need to be

extracted from theories of causation and consequences, and is not obvious to common sense.

That the functioning of nature is not obvious implies that it appears deceitful and the question

might be raised as to whether nature or any subset of it has an actual perception of the truth. If

one begins this inquiry to describe all processes as defined and modulated by witness, unique

pairs of witness, as prerequisite for the acceptance of nature as a sea of particulars, perplexity can

be seen to originate from this central notion applicable to all witness-i.e. I sense there is a truth

but what is it. If, as common sense dictates, location and environment are consequential to

investigation, that details of knowable truth that are dependant on locality, one might inquire if

location-dependant extensive properties, necessarily speak of themselves all the time- i.e.-that a

set of location dependant and perceivable topics-subjective content exists a priorily anywhere

and necessarily “lies” in the process of witness related association  in communications. As

parameters related to, if they apply to meaning, may be necessarily incoherent, have no

applicable content with respect to transmitted meaning to all parties, and exist as a type/kind of

unknown but unique values to both entities in a witness pair. It is suggested that such values,

inherent with location, always present, speak of themselves within the content of



communications and are invisible and known of as subjective in relation to objective

(purposeful) communication content. It is this subjectivity that bears extractable objective fact in

its nature about nature itself.  If communications, by inherent assumption are to have meaning,

then these particular and necessarily omitted location parameters ubiquitously cannot bear on the

related truths in communications.  Thus to the eyes of a truth seeking interrogating witness (i.e. a

scientist), objective fact of a purposeful content only-i.e subjective –ideas and theory are

confined to a set of particulars, to be of a particular, rather than general nature are necessarily

incoherent if viewed and assumed to be other than subjective, then in the process of scientific

interpretation,  meaning and action have been given to incoherency.

This scenario gives birth to an alternate explanation of nature; the scientist, his cognition, and

perceptions, functioning in this same described way are deceived and reflect only itself in its’

relationship with his subject/topic, thus with deleted content that speaks of the content itself. By

necessity this deleted “middle meaning (Russell) also must speak of itself (i.e. (that is, in its’

abstraction, missing from the scientists file cabinet (see Kirsh 2007) and in quantitation does not

exist, as upon the topic of location, location is a unique value, must belong to named set (of

locations), is unique and does not belong to itself (see Kirsh 2007) i.e. is a unique particular, that

by the above discussion, is incoherent if interpreted objectively. In statement it claims its’ own

certainly existing set of the exactly unknowable and uncertain (see Kirsh 2007)-i.e. the fluxing

extensive special properties of existing locations A,B,C, ……etc. valid, known to exist, a

concealers’ paradox of the scientifically suspects.

A good unification notion for science must mainly refer, at a least consideration, to a middle

lingual meaning (Russell), as humankind and scientific pursuit are parts of mother nature and

scientific pursuit a and components of relation, self relation and world relation in which it is held

that neither an infinitely perceived world/entire, subset of,  nor the confined self  might escape to

present witnessable fact as exempt from this detailed paradox.  Mathematical/logical  notions in

this respect seem far stretched to accomplish but appearingly less relevant statements of

perplexity in contrast to its’ adventure for fact, less for questions of  how one thing/ entity “goes”

from one place to the other (e.g facts of motion, transmission, genetics)-much of which  is

already accomplished.  A better view, right at our doorsteps, more common to all experience and

learning might originate from this pursuit only in light of a better propensity to accommodate

suspicious intuition.  The dogma of the liars paradox with respect to science,  is proposed, here,

to be  central to all phenomenon/existence,  is inherent in all aspects of modern society from

legal, social, moral, ethical ethics to debate over nature and potential natural mores. That nature

by it’s nature is naturally  perplexing to witness is not hard to argue-  that the world of itself

proceeds as  a forwards progression of the same  phenomenon in all aspects is yet still and

chronically perplexing and to first acquired perspectives to the immediate business of life

regardless of our understanding- regardless again of our understanding is a monistic composition

of the physical and intangible, instinctually perceived  conceptually as immiscible,  known and

perceived separately.  The sole element of  “time” (see Kirsh 2007) is explanatory of all, speaks

of itself, when a deeper meaning is attributed to include the observer, and non extendable

mathematically but as lingually incoherent middle meaning to include both tangible and non

tangible aspects.

That light can rebound and reflect, in a self defined manner of-itself is evident by its’ ability to

diffract and reflect in a closed self defined space(Peccianti 2006); that the nature  of evolved



need for the seemingly existence of pluralities is evidenced by the inconclusiveness of space time

theory and the it’s lack of total unity with respect to a unification(Lam 2007); that the world is

not basically understandable with current conceptualizations is evident in the thoughts of Albert

Einstein(Einstein 1986);  that correspondences in meaning can deteriorate with respect to

scientific concepts Quine (Quine 1953, 1987) defined nature as composed of unique particulars

that are individually  understandable  scientifically only by acquaintance (to comprise a total of

many independent sciences); George Berkeley (Adams 1979, Berkeley 1982, Fogelin

1981,Tipton 1994) of the 1600’s strongly urged  a case for the human denigration as a result of

the misunderstanding of abstraction and the absence of actual public/library meaning  and a

misunderstanding of language and communication; Bertrand Russell (Russell 1959, 1962, 1997)

of contemporary times argued for an innate and preconceived knowledge, and a natural ethic

imposed by nature itself though he was unable to prove it mathematically ( this failure I view as

a failure to meaningfully conceptualize and define an antithesis to his belief) and also though,

only relatable to Quine (1987)on the surface,  extracted mathematically a failure of

correspondences from a loss of middle meaning when language (phrases, statements and

definitions)  is substituted mathematically with corresponding variables-meaning by this

interpretation is transmitted inherently by  a perspective/topic-subject related rules of usage-a

innately preconceived inherent common knowledge of this phenomenon was referred to in

alternative to the free will granted by  church figures with respect to the conduct of

men(Russell).

If one seeks, and only perceives a reflection whose content is modulated only by a ubiquitous

means of communication that involves the same innate and self-contained mechanism as the

environment, one might ask about the potential fruits and meaning of scientific research. On this

question, initially I hope to point out that this notion itself is brought about from the fruits of

scientific investigation; i.e. from general education, knowledge of modern genetics, and physics.

Some, but not all, modern ideas and technology, especically with respect to interpretation and

theory from observation and theory, transgress possible validity.  The shape of DNA, its’

potentially mobias like single sidedness, its’ determined physical existence and apparent (only

apparent) language it possesses, lack of cohesiveness and untestability to certain aspects of

relativity theory ( kirsh 2007), i.e. the perplexing nature and tendancy to describe an emerging

relative universe that continually arises from empirical data that is exceptional to theory in

modern scientific pursuits demand a  higher priority than they are given.

  Within in the notion of a liars paradox as permeating the self, all of nature and the world a new

discovery does not implicate a potential usefulness to scientific research.  In fact it may imply

that false interpretation is more easily acquired, and falsely verified than assumed.  It is also

obvious that the applications of false interpretation can bring about natural damage, be self

denigrating and physically destructive when we hold ourselves to the pursuit of absolutes,

unified interpretation that ignores the principle perspective-the self and resulting mechanical

explanation. A damnation of this kind-i.e. a second learning dependant upon, yet after the fact

requires a deeper introspection prior to the first applications, to know absolute guidelines, rather

than the application of freely willed guide lines.
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